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V tail configuration of the Bonanza al- though there are Beech owners of simi- lar conventional tail aircraft who will argue that their machines perform just. 
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The VTail For Aircraft by Molt Taylor AEROCAR ASSOCIATES POBox 1171 Longview, WA 98632



The "V" tail configuration has been around for so many years it is now thought of as being nearly "conventional". It was made familiar by its use on the popular Beechcraft Bonanza which was introduced shortly after WW-II. Prior to that time it had only been used on a few experimental designs and a couple of private sailplanes. When it was introduced on the production Bonanza, it was extremely controversial. This arrangement for the tail surfaces of an aircraft has been the subject of continuing controversy ever since. The fact remains, the Bonanza has always been one of the better performing and popular aircraft on the market, particularly when compared with other similar aircraft of equivalent engine power. Much of the credit for this better performance has been attributed to the V tail configuration of the Bonanza although there are Beech owners of similar conventional tail aircraft who will argue that their machines perform just as good as any Bonanza. Like many other arguments in the aviation business, this is apparently one that will never be resolved to everyone's satisfaction. However, some pilots have other thoughts about V tailed Bonanzas. While they do perform well, they have certain flight characteristics that are not particularly popular. The tendency for the V tail to cause the Bonanza to characteristically "dance" in yaw, and to also continue to "dutch roll" once its flight path is disturbed by a gust, can be most disturbing to a pilot unfamiliar with this problem. Experienced pilots will just let the airplane do its dance and know that it will eventually die out and stop. Meanwhile, they may have found that their passengers have not been so tolerant and have developed a bad case of airsickness. We have heard of some people who swear they will not even fly in a V tailed Bonanza for this reason. 38 DECEMBER 1988



The author's Mini-IMP uses the inverted V-tail.



Personally, I cannot understand this ... I don't think it is that bad. Admittedly, once the tail starts to wag, it takes a short amount of time for the movement to stop. However, a good pilot can fly the airplane out of the wagging and can train himself to do it almost automatically. Some pilots apparently do this without knowing they are doing so. The fact remains, this is certainly one of the better known criticisms of the Bonanzas. It is inherent in the configuration since any yawing of the aircraft imparts a bit of roll which then causes a slight bit of turning. The inherent dihedral of the low wing configuration tends to straighten the aircraft out of the turning and this causes the entire cycle to repeat, gradually dying out until it is started again by another disturbing gust. Many years ago I was involved in the designing of a radio controlled guided



missile which had its vertical fin located on the bottom of the aircraft. It was originally placed there in order to get clearance so that the missile could be carried under the belly of the aircraft from which it was launched. We found that the rudder, which was attached to the rear of the bottom located vertical fin, would cause the missile to not only yaw in the correct direction for a signaled turn, but would also cause the missile to roll in the correct direction. Further, we found that the bottom mounted fin and rudder tended to continue to operate in the correct direction even as the missile approached the stall attitude. These characteristics were very apparent when viewing the missile while controlling it by radio and flying it from another aircraft close behind it. Over the years we did not forget these experiences. So when we designed our first Aerocar flying automobile, we incorporated the fin



Beechcraft Bonanza



and rudder on the bottom of the tail. This had the added advantage of providing protection for the tail-propeller that we used to propel it in flight. Flight tests for certification and subsequent flying in the Aerocars has demonstrated conclusively the superiority of the rudder-on-the-bottom configuration. It also facilitates the tie-in of the steering in flight, since we tie-in the steering wheel motion with the ailerons and add a bit of rudder effect by means of a rudder trim tab which gives automatic harmony to flight control of the Aerocars. Thus you merely steer the aircraft in flight with the "steering wheel". Subsequent flying of several other similar designs has shown that this tail arrangement, particularly when coupled with the "tail-propeller", results in very desirable flight characteristics for any aircraft with these arrangements for the tail and the tail-propeller placement. It was only natural for us to consider all these factors when we designed the Mini-IMF. This was to be a simple little single place aircraft with a tail-propeller, and to have as simple a tail as possible. In the interest of simplicity, we built the prototype with an inverted V tail arrangement using only two tail surfaces (fins with ruddervators). The tail surfaces thus gave the same downward protection as a single vertical fin and rudder on the bottom as well as the desired "roll/yaw-in-the-correct-direction" effect. Subsequent flight evaluation of the Mini-IMF arrangement has confirmed these properties. It has also shown that there is also an added effect that has proven most interesting. This is the effect of the inverted V arrangement in regard to stalling the aircraft. First, we have noticed that an aircraft equipped with either an inverted V tail or a vertical fin on the bottom of the tail boom has a definite improvement in its directional stability. This is apparently due to the fact that the vertical surfaces are always effectively in the airstream flow at all normal attitudes of the aircraft. The



more the nose is pulled up, the more the slipstream hits the vertical fin (or inverted V surfaces). Thus, at the stall, the vertical surface is still working. Contrast this with the conventional single vertical fin on top of the tail as in most aircraft where the fin (on top) is gradually pulled down into the turbulent wake of the fuselage when the aircraft nose is lifted as the stall is approached. Another unique feature of the inverted V tail is the effect that comes as a result of the mixer reducing the upward deflection of one of the ruddervators when rudder is applied. Thus the effect is to reduce the effective elevator when the pilot actuates the control for climb (moving both ruddervators in the same direction). This makes the tail surface (ruddervators) both move as needed to stall the aircraft, and to automatically reduce one of the ruddervator deflections when rudder is applied. Thus, when the aircraft is stalled in pitch, it is automatically effectively unstalled whenever rudder control is applied in any effort to induce a spin in the aircraft. A spin requires that the aircraft be stalled both in direction (elevators) and in yaw (rudder) in order to be spun. Once we discovered this (we thought the Mini-IMF inherently could not be spun), it was determined that we had to increase the tail surface deflections until it could be spun. Subsequent spin tests have shown that the inverted V tail can be spun when it has sufficient control surface deflection. We also found that normal recovery is possible with conventional opposite control applications. Thus, there seems to be nothing out of the ordinary about inverted or upright V tails as far as the way the pilot flys the airplane is concerned. However, the inverted V tail certainly seems to fly the aircraft much nicer. We subsequently have found that we could add (aft-located) vertical fin area for the design by adding a vertical fin on the top (rear) of the tail boom. This has been done to compensate for an



extension of the nose of the later versions of the Mini-IMF. No effect on the flight of the aircraft can be detected other than a general improvement in directional stability with the added fin and the longer nose. We have hesitated to lengthen the tail boom on the long nose



Mini-IMF since that would mean using a longer shaft, and would also move the propeller further aft from the center of gravity. Thus, tail length remains the same for both the long and short nose models. The long nose version of the Mini-IMF can be said to have an inverted Y tail configuration. Another arrangement for the inverted V tail has been tried in recent years. This is the combining of this tail configuration with a twin-boom tail support. This has been done by a designer in Europe. I have not flown such a configuration, but understand that it too seems to fly in a conventional manner. A more recent test installation of this arrangement has been built by a friend of ours who has constructed a twinboom Coot-B with an inverted V tail arrangement. The twin-boom configuration of this design, with two conventional fins and rudders, proved to be a very poor configuration when it was taxied on the water, particularly in strong wind conditions. It would weathercock into the wind and if there was a heavy wind blowing it was almost impossible to turn out of it when on the water. We no longer recommend that homebuilders try to build the Coot-B. However, it is anticipated that the inverted V tail, combined with the twinboom tail arrangement of the Coot-B, will result in acceptable water control in a strong surface wind. We hope this will save the Coot-B design, and that we can then recommend that configuration. There are several new aircraft designs now being explored which will utilize the inverted V tail arrangement. One of these is a new experimental high altitude light aircraft being developed by NASA. Another is an experimental drone which is an outgrowth of a number of drone programs being done by Northrop. Several new fighter design proposals have been noted which use the inverted V tail, and there are a number of new aircraft using horizontal tails which are being fitted with ever increasing degrees of negative anhedral. Designers are gradually getting around to an acceptance of the inverted V tail arrangement. Since an aircraft has to have a pleasing appearance to be popular, and since the inverted V tail still looks strange, it probably will take an appreciable amount of time before the advantages of the configuration causes more designers to employ that arrangement for their tail surfaces on their new aircraft.
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Automotive-Based V-Type Aircraft Powerplants - Size 
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Automotive-Based V-Type Aircraft Powerplants 
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Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

since its coil primary is charged with up to 70v before each firing ... using a much cheaper lower energy ig- nition source. ... tion chambers, and this is one reason.










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

markably diverse family of man-made polymers which, during recent years .... for virtually all of the air- frame to be made of epoxy or vinyl-ester resins, reinforced.










 








Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

during idle or at high altitude in a non- turbocharged engine, charge pressure is low which means that the density of the gases in the combustion chamber is low.










 








Jigs for Wooden Aircraft 

These can be made of wood or slotted steel angles. ... A recent innovation in house construction has been ... positively fixed to the floor, fit the frame also to the.










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

appliances, building and construction, automotive, air- craft, electronics, toys ... supply of plastic materials for their continued economic well-being. ... production of 40 to 45 billion pounds of plastics per year by 1980. ... er reduction of weig










 








Ducting for Aircraft 
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In designing the optimum ignition sys-. 48 APRIL 1990 ... The primary design goal was to produce a ... in a specially designed processor be- fore it is passed to ...










 








The A400M Aircraft 

âž¢Initial Cruise Height is 31,000 feet. âž¢Cruise Ceiling 39,000 feet. 42.4 m. 42.2 m ... Loading a 40ft ISO container. OPTIONS. âž¢Built-in aerial tanking (by wing ...










 








The Controlwing Aircraft 

ing problems of aviation - to wit, why do so few people fly? The population of ... the time to stay current in existing, "conventional" aircraft? ..... two or three weeks following. We flew it in .... explain why models seldom pursue exactly the same










 








The Controlwing Aircraft 

On the one side a rigid, stable aircraft con- trolled in ... containing reprints of Mouillard's "Empire of the Air", ..... flight, this model went through many modifications.
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